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One of the iniortant objectives of the Army Continuing Education System
(ACES) is to provide information about educational and career options to military
personnel. The goal of this service is to enhance the personal and military
effectiveness of these individuals, thereby strenqthening the effectiveness
of the military unit of which they are a part.

In recent years the information which relates to the Army Continuing
Education System has become mre extensive and ccmplex. Consequently, Education
Center Counselors have found themselves engaged more often in the tasks of
gathering and dispensinq routine information than in the tasks for which they
have been trained, that of counseling and consultation.

The Army Research Institute, recoqnizinq that the computer has become
an inxortant tool in the field of guidance over the last decade, contracted
with the DISCDVER Foundation to conceptualize and develop a prototype of the
Army Education Information System (AREIS). As a first step in the development
process, the Foundation conducted a worldwide needs assessment to determine, among
other things, 1) the level of importance of each of the AMS proqrarms, and 2) the
approximate amount of time which counselors spend describing these procrrams to
clients. The results of this survey can be found in ACES NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY,
DISCOVER Foundation, December 1979, a report prepared for Army Research Institute
for the Behavorial and Social Sciences under contract MDA 903-79-C-0279.

After careful evaluation of the survey information, the Foundation
conceptualized AREIS, a ccmputer-based proqram which has two separate, though
interacting, systems. The first system, designed for use by soldiers, provides
a number of interactive instructional scripts. It is composed of three
parts: Subsystem I (Orientation) introduces the user to the content of AREIS,
to the services of the Education Center, and to the various programs which make
up the Army Continuinq Education System. Subsystem II (Self-Information) helps
users to define and assess work-related interests, skills, and values in order
to prepare them to identify an educational or a vocational goal. Subsysten III
(Goals and Planning) sets forth a number of short- and long-term goals which can be

met during the period of military service or after separation from the service.
AnEIS is designed to permit easy transfer from one subsystem to either of the
other two as desired.

The second system, the Counselor-Administrator systen, is central to
ARIS and overlaps the soldier system, providing both the counselor and the
soldier with the databases which support APEIS. Other important features of
this system include the capability to display master schedules of courses
given through the Education Center, modification of the soldier Educational
Development Record (DA Form 669), and data compilation for planning and/or
sumiary report purposes. The figure on the next page describes the relationship
between the four components of AMEIS. A complete description of AREIS can be found
in THE ArW EXTICN DE C N SYSTEM (AREIS): A CWMIVALIZATIGN, DISCOVER Foundation,
Decembesr 1979, a report prepared for Army Research Institute for the Behavorial and
Social Sciences under contract MDA 903-79-C-0279.
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"iqITe I

The Relationship Between
the Fbur Components of AREIS

The following portions of ARWIS were written and programed durinq the

present contract:

% all of Subsystem I

I the on-line administration, scorinq, and interpretation of an
interest assessment survey, the UNIACT IV,* a part of Subsystem II

% the goal, "To Ccmplete a Next Step in Feucation," a part of
ubsysten III

% several fraves, such as the computerization of D Fbrm 669 and
storaqe ard display of master schedules of courses qiven on or
near post, a part of Subsystem IV.

*The UNICT V is published as a part of VIFSA (the Vocational, Experience,
and Skill Assessmentc American olleqe Testinq Program, 197R.
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A decision was made by the Army Research Institute staff to use PLANIT,
the Proqranming Language for Interactive Teaching, as the authoring language for
AMEIS. There were several reasons for this decision, including the following:
1) the software was resident in the Army computer at Fdgewcod Arsenal, mD, and
therefore immediately available for use by development staff; 2) the authoring
language is easy to learn; and, 3) the developers of AREIS could spend their
energies and resources on the completion of the courseware without commitment
to development of supporting software. It became evident during the development
work that PLANIT had sane problems which would negatively impact the effectiveness
of the delivery of AREIS. These problems included: 1) the scrolling of the text on
the terminal screen; 2) the restriction of user responses to one per screen; and,
3) the inability of PLANIT to support databases-an important part of AREIS as
conceptualized. Because the positive features seeed to outweigh the negative
aspects of PLANIT, for this initial work at least, it was decided to continue
the programning of the prototypal system using this authoring language.

The prototypal AMEIS system was the subject of a field tryout held at
Fort Sill Education Center during April 1980. Results of this field tryout
activity can be found in FIELD TROUT OF THE ARMY EDUCATION INFORMATION SYSTEM
(AREIS), DISCOVER Foundation, August 1980, a report prepared for Army Research
Institute for the Behavorial and Social Sciences under contract MDA 903-79-C-0279.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this document is threefold: 1) to examine alternative nudes
by which AREIS might be delivered to Army Education Centers worldwide; 2) to
project cost figures related to each of these delivery modes; and, 3) to anticipate
benefits which will accrue to the Arny and to soldiers by use of the computer
system. In the final section, recommendations are made about the most cost-
feasible and beneficial mode of delivery. In making these recommendations, the
following assumptions are made:

1. the ARES system which is implemented will include the
Soldier subsystems and the Counselor-Administrator sub-
systen which includes the ccmputer storage and retrieval
DA Fbrm 669;

2. the computer which delivers AREIS should be capable of
expansion to support other cumputerized functions or systens
which the Army may develop (e.g., transcript registry program;
the computerized system for evaluating ACES programs; and a
managenent information systen) for use in Education Centers;

3. communication via the computer should be established
hhorizontally" amng Education Centers and "vertically"
through the Army education system, that is, among these centers,
the Education Divisions of the Major ommands (MAMM), and the
Education Directorate, Feadquarters, Department of Army;

4. response time in an on-line application such as AREIS is
critical and a mean response time of five seconds or less
for soldier interaction should be planned for;

* i. .........
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5. the system must be capable of handling terminals in a
variety of configurations since posts vary greatly in
size and Education Centers may be either centralized or
decentralized in physical setting or function;

6. individual Education Centers on posts should be expected
to provide a minium of technical support to the system,
such as turning the system on and off each day and genera-
ting and/or maintaining local information on the system; and,

7. although the PI.ANT software was usable for the development/
research purposes of the study, unless a number of pro-
blews inherent in its present design can be renediated,
PIANIT is inappropriate for full-scale implementation of
AREIS.

The evaluation of the delivery modes proposed in the following pages
was conducted in light of these assumptions. In fact, these assumptions
are used as the criteria upon which recomendations found at the conclusion
of this section are based. (See page 18). The elimination or ndification
of any of these assumptions might modify the recommendations.

4.!

' ,---
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COST FACIORS RELATED 70 THE DELIVERY OF AREIS

Alternative 1: The Use of Ebistinq Coputers

The cost of providing a conputer-based education information system such
as APEIS on Army posts is dependent upon tuo factors: 1) the armunt of "slack"
which currently exists in canpmter resources on Army posts; and 2) the ability
to provide the best corbination of hardware, software, and data communication
capability which will meet the proposed criteria previously outlined.

The first factor, that is, the amount of criruter resource that now
exists on Army posts, is difficult to identify because it is, by nature, a
dynamic variable. All posts in the continental United States (CONUS) currently
have at least one camputer on site. Mbst of these machines are IBM 360 comapters
which provide support for the administrative activities on post (BASROPS).
Virtually all of these BASHOPS cxmputers are overloaded with the day-to-day
activities of business computing. There are also some tLUVAC 1100 and DEC 11
series machines (among others)l which are used for more specific purposes such
as support for instructional activities or word processing systems. The IBM
and UNIVAC compaters are generally old (late 1960's-early 1970's) and make
use of outdated operating systems desiqned for batch computing (payroll,
financial reports, etc.). The DEC computers, where they exist, are overloaded
with interactive ccmputing applications that cannot be executed by either the
IBM or NIMVAC which may be co-located on the same post. These machines were
selected on the basis of then-present requirements; a system such as AREIS, with
its -nyportina data files, was not anticipated.

Another problem is that of data camunication, that is, the transmission
of data from one location to another usinq telephone lines or cables. Intra-
post camunication links are limited, and inter-post links are typically
non-existent. Further, the amount of core and disk capability available in
these machines for the provision of AREIS to the Education Centers is not
clearly known. Considering the limited amount of computer resources available,
however, there is probably little core or disk space available without hardware
upgrades. Real-tine processing necessary to support acceptable response time
for soldier interaction with AREIS is generally not available.

The situation with regard to computers located outside the continental
United States is even more conplex. There is a large variety of cacputers in
use and present information neither indicates the existence of a systematic
or integrated plan for canputer usage nor identifies the amount of core and disk
space available now or for future applications. Further, the quantity and
quality of data cummunication links are very limited. Telecommunications are
leased in CONUS; they must be purchased in Europe and Asia. And the fact
that there are different carpanies controlling communications in different
countries exacerbates an already cciplicated situation. In dealing outside

ADPMS ary of DPI's and Carputer Systems. DepartMent of the Army,
Office- ief ofStaTf,-%h toD.C. (June 1980), pp. 51-69.

2ibid., pp. 51-69.

-mono-



the U.S., then, the system configuration and the location of all its components
must be fixed and known in order to provide a -ealistic cost figure for data
cxmmications.

It is important to know what plans are being made to update or replace
existing hardware, such as the IBM 360 machines which are no longer being
supported by the manufacturer, or the degree to which the existing or
planned hardware configuration could be upgraded to accomodate AIEIS and to
provide for possible expansion, (e.g., the implementation of other Education
Center functions such as the evaluation of ACES programs mentioned earlier in this report).
These questions should be answered by Project VIABLE, a research effort
sponsored by the U.S. Army computer Systems Cammand, which has been tasked to
investigate existing BASBOPS computer facilities and to recome how, and with
what kinds of cxlputer hardware, the Army should run its data management system
in the future. This recommendation will be structured by the following
parameters: 1) BASMOPS computers will be capable of handling interactive
functions; 2) they will accomodate database management systems; 3) they will
accommodate expansion of applications; and, 4) they will use data communication
links such as AUIODIN II, a lease network siilar to AMIYON which transmits
data rather than voice-grade ccmnications. Project VIABLE is scheduled for
completion early in 1982. The computers recammended by the Project VIABLE
staff should, if all goes according to schedule, be installed during the
period between late 1982 and 1984.

In order to make predictions about the possibility of implementing AREIS
on Army posts worldwide by utilizing their present computer facilities, then,
the following facts, some "knowable" and srite "unknowable," would have to be
obtained and evaluated:

1. the brands and models of machines on each post

2. the host operating systens

3. the types of language processors and methods of accessing files

4. the amount of core and disk storage, if any, which could be
devoted to AREIS

5. the priority which Education Centers wuld get on post computers

6. the availability of computer staff to support this additional
application.

If all the characteristics of the carputer hardware could be known and
if AREIS could be integrated into the ongoing operation of the post Qompiter
Center, requirements for such integration would be as follows:

1. Commitment of sufficient core memory, telecmrmications,
and disk storage to support APEIS.

2. Commitment that the Education Center activity (i.e., AREIS) will
have sufficient priority on the machine during the tire of prime
soldier use (on most posts this seens to be 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
daily).
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3. caitment of a sufficient amount of work tire of one
technically copetent person in the Computer Center
who will have responsibility for supervising the technical
aspects of operation of AIEIS, such as installing database
updates and trouble shooting any problems reported by the
Education Center staff.

4. Capability to provide response time of five seconds or
less for soldier interaction with AREIS.

Should these reauirements be already available and if the AREIS
program were completed in a lanquaqe compatible with the computer, the costs of
implementation of AREIS on a qiven post usinq existing computer equipment, would
include:

1. Installation of AREIS and related software into the computer.

2. Terminals and printers as desired, plus a monthly main-
tenance charge.

3. Phone equipment as needed. This may entail the installation
of cables, if the Fducation Center is within 2000 feet of the
Camputer Center, and/or the addition of voice-grade or dedicated
lines between 1) the Computer Center and the Education Center on
an individual post and 2) arong Computer Centers of all posts.
Cost for these teleccmunication links is determined by distance
between the computer and between the computers and terminals.
Acoustical couplers would also be leased or purchased.

The adoption of this alternative could be the most cost-feasible
at this time because it assunes the use of existinq hardware. It is not
considered to be feasible, however, because of the following reasons:

1. There is little core or disk space available for AREIS or for
future applications on existing machines without hardware upgrade.

2. There is no existing comunication link among posts or between
omputer and Education Center facilities on individual posts.

3. The real-time processing necessary to provide a five-second response
time is not available.

4. Project VIABLE reomrvndations must be considered when planning for the
implementation of this alternative.

This information is summarized on page 18. This alternative is not
included in Table 3 because it is considered not to be feasible at this time.

Three additional computerized means of providing AREIS to posts throughout the
world are presented in the remainder of this section. In the discussion of these methods
and their associated costs, the assumption is made that new equipment would be acauired
for this application. For each of the proposed methods, the concept is described, and
advantages and disadvantages of each are enumerated. The summary chart which follows
the presentation provides an opportunity for easy ccuparison of these methods.

- ---..7



Alternative 2: The Maxi-Ccznputer Concept

With this mode of delivery for AREIS, one large mainframe (MF), or
central processing unit, would be placed in a desirable location (perhaps
at the headquarters of the Deparbmt of Army in Washinqton, D.C.), and
terminals (T) would be linked to it by means of data cxmmmication links
(i.e., telephone lines or cables). Fiqures 2 and 3 illustrate this
concept.

• ! MF

Ficure 2

Terminals M(T) are connected
to maInframe (Mr) ?u te~e-

phnne lines.

r -om
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In this type of confiquration, the number of terminals placed on a
qiven post would depend upon the number of soldiers resident there. :eall
posts like Fort Ritchie (population 1550) would have one terminal, while
large posts like Fort Praqq (population 48,000) might have in excess of
twenty terminals. with a soldier population of approximately 400,000 in

, if the Army were to accept the recommended ratio of one terminal
per two thousand soldiers, there would be approximately 200 terminals
attached to the central processinq unit.

T

I

flluutatLon of the xlmutr(oa

rezrmlnals On eACh AZIV post ire
coretd4 to the eaxicompueer
hqj means of ftelep~hone lines.

The mainframe would he dedicated to the operation of APR15 and would
recruire a Qiiputer Center staff of several people to maintain its operation.
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The advantaqes of such a highly centralized operation would be as
follows:

1. All operations could be centralized in one place with one
staff responsible for computer maintenance, software
maintenance and updating, and input of data from the
central site.

2. Some of the important criteria for the systen can be
met. (See Summary Chart on page 18).

The disadvantages of this type of delivery are substantial. They
include:

1. The very high cost of data communications. Because of the pro-
hibitive cost of cxm-ercial telephone lines, it is unlikely that the
Army would use this method of data camunication. Since rates vary
from state to state and are different for interstate and intrastate
camunication, precise figures have not been calculated. An example,
however, will provide sae insight into this issue. An interstate
line fra Washington, D.C., to California would cost $9.00 per mile
per month. At this rate, a telephone connection betwen the Pentagon
and the Oakland Army Terminal would cost approximately $27,000.00 per
month.

The AUIDV"N system, a telecommunication link leased by the Army is
another alternative. It is less expensive than the regular coamerical
lines. It is still inadequate, however, because the quality of
transmission does not permit adequate canmmunication of data. Also,
the present system allows for unnanounced interruptions in service,
a factor which makes it totally unsatisfactory for data transmission.

Instead, the Prmy would probably use dedicated lines, that is,
telephone lines hard-wired directly from the mainframe to the
terminals. Although use of dedicated lines also involves a high
dollar outlay, these lines are less costly than their canercial
counterpart, with a cost of approximately $.75 per mile per month.
For example, the cost for a dedicated line between Fort Sill, OK, and
the Edgew'od Arsenal, D, is approximately $1000.00 per month.

2. The memory disk file requirements would be very great. Each terminal
requires between 4K (four thousand) and 8K (eight thousand) bytes of
memory; therefore, placing an average of two terminals on each post
in the continental United States would require 500K to one million
(one megabyte) bytes just for cammercial between the mainframe and
the termi.4ls. Additional core would be needed for the operating
software, (e.g., for PLANIT, if used; and for the AREIS courseware).
Further, approximately 16K bytes of mmory would be required for the
storage of each DA Form 669. These massive requirements and the
present hardware limitations (the largest mainframes are capable of
8 to 16 megabytes of memory and one billion bytes of accessible disk
storage) would result in some combination of these two conditions:
a) the limitation of the number of terminals on posts; and/or
b) unacceptable (more than five seconds) response tire for soldiers
interacting with ARIS.

ii i * ,



3. This method of delivery would be feasible for CONtUS, but would not
serve well outside the United States due to large distances between
posts, the need to coammicate over bodies of water, and the fact
that there is a lack of uniformity of specifications among the variety
of phone companies that would be involved.

4. This method of delivery w:uld be the rmost expensive of the options.
(See Table 3, Page 19).

Two different kinds of technical modifications can be made to this model
to reduce the cost of cammunication. The first, illustrated in Figure 4, shows
the addition of concentrators (C) to the model. These are devices which accept
information frmn many terminals over slow-speed lines and transnit the data to
the mainframe over a high-speed line. In other words, the terminals cammnicate
with the concentrator, and the mainframe oammicates with the concentrator. This
"black box" allows the terminals to make a local call instead of a long distance
call. Concentrators could be placed in the Education Division of each KMM
Headquarters, in locations which are central to large concentrators of Arny
personnel, and even on individual posts with large populations such as Fort Bragg
or Fort Hood. If money could be spent to lease or purchase concentrators, therefore,
relatively less mney could be allocated for data om unications costs.

(Y:: -- _ :

M F.

Fiqure 4

Nodified by the addition of
concentrators (C) as interface
between niinframe (NT) and
terminals (M .

'Ur
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A second method of reduinq phone line costs would be to contract with
a common carrier for a network of lines dedicated to the transmission of cmpter
data. ALTCVIN II, which is similar to the presently used AUTOK voice- rade
communication systen, is beinq considered for this purpose by Project VIABLE.

Alternative 3: The Distributed Network

A distributed network can be defined as a group of computers which share
a work load in a real-time envirorwit. This network can be made up of some
optimal combination of maxi-computers (mainframes), mini-computers, micro-ccmputers,
and terminals. Figure 5 illustrates a distributed network in which mini-cxznpters
(M) connected to a large central mainframe communicate with terminals. In this
type of ccnfiguration, there is still tw-way communication between the central
mainframe and the remote sites. In addition, data storage and access can be
decentralized by shifting all or parts of the database to the mini-conputers,
thus reducing memory stress on the mainframe, reducing data communications
costs, and enhancinq the response time. This mode of delivery provides for
shared control, local and central, over the databases.

Fiqure 5

Th~e Dstribi Network Owt

minicomputers (mc) are con-
nected to mailfrme and to
terminals on Army posts.
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A further refineient of this iodel is illustrated in Figure 6. This
configuration, called a webbed network desiqn, replaces the mainframe with a
mini-ccmputer, which costs less per unit of ramory than the large machine.
This network does not exclude the use of mainfraves, however, if they prove
cost-effective within the network. Existing mainframes could be linked into
the design.

i- d
QCa

Fitm'-e 6

Mlnicomputers (O) are connected
to each other and to terminals
(T) on ArMy posts.

In the webbed network design, the central site becomes another "local"
installation with the capability to trananit to and obtain inquiries and
reports from all of the other installations. Alrost all of the data processing
operations are localized through the mini-carputers. The ability to dial up, on
an as-needed basis, any one installation from any other preserves the inter-post
cam incation link at a much mrore cost-efficient level than in the maxi-cmputer
model. Data updates can be made directly and on-line at one installation without
affecting the operation of other installations.
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In order to make this desiqn operational, a mini-computer could be
placed in the Education Division of each of the t.Wtt4' s. Each MCOM mini-
computer would be linked to terminals on posts within that command and to the
mini-ccuiputers in every other carmand. Because of the disparity in the size of
military populations and number of posts within the various Mpfr' s and because
the posts in each MaMiM are spread over a wide qeoqraphical area (resulting in
overlap of data communication links), this method of defininq the distribution
may pose some problems.

Another method would divide the United States into twelve reqions, each
of which contains a military population ranging fram 20,000 to 70,000 soldiers.
Fach region, with a mini-corputer in the center, would be linked to all terminals
within the reqion and to the mini-computers in every other reqion. Such a network
is presented qraphically in Fiqure 7 and defined in Table 1.

-T T

X1

Figure 7

illustration of the webed Netork OonceL*

Por this Illustration. cNruS is divJded
into zones containing populations of
approximately equal sizes. Plnicompu-

ters (KC) are placed within these rones
and aro connected to terminals (T on
posts within the Enne and to other
MIn cmeputers In other zones. (See
example In 7nne VY).

II-. II I . .. .
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TABLE I

NETWOKm STRUCTUU

tIUGONI STATES POST Vi Illinois Fort Sheridan

Indiana Fort Benjamin Harrison

I Alabama Fort McClellan Kentucky Fort Campbell

Fort Rucker Fort Knox

Redstone Arsenal Michigan Self ridge ANG 3as0

Arkansas Fort Richardson

Louisiana Fort Folk Vii Arizoa Fort Nuachus

II Georgia Fort Banning Tuna Proving Grd.

Fort Gordon Colorado Fitzslmons ArMy

Fort McPherson Medical Center

Fort McPherson 11 Kansas Fort Leavenworth

Fort Stewart Disciplinary barracks
Fort Leavenworth

III North Carolina Fort Bragg Arm Center

South Carolina Fort Jackson Fort Riley
Missouri Fort Leonard Wood

IV Maryland Aberdeen Proving Grd. St. Louis

Fort Detrick Support Center

Fort Meade New Mexico White Sands

Fort Ritchie Misile lange

Virginia Arlington Hall Oklahuma Fort Sill

Fort Belvoir Utah Dugvay Proving Grd.

Fort Eustis
Fort Leo Vill Texas Fort slim
Fort Mclair Fort Hood

Fort Mayer Fort Sm Bouston

Fort Monroe Fort Sam Houston

Roffman Bldg. Army Mdical Center

Vint Hill Farms

Washington D.C. Pentagon IX California Fort Ord

Walter Reed ArMY Oakland Army base

Medical Center The Presidio
Sierra Army Depot

Connecticut Fort Carson Washington Fort Levis

Massachusetts Fort Devens
New Jersey Fort Dix X Hawaii Fort Shaf tar

Fort Monmouth

New York Fort Hamilton xx Puerto Rico Fort Buchanan

Seneca Army Depot
West Point X11 Canal zone Fort Clayton

Because of the ability of each mini-cmputer to cxmmmicate with all
the other mini-canputers, the Education Division of MWOM's Could ontinue to
act as the intermediate link in the chain of aminication fran the Education Center
to the Education Directorate, Headquarters, Department of Army.

The advantages of the distributed network desiqn are as follows:

1. The data camunications costs are qreatly reduced fron those of
the centralized model.

2. The operation of the computer at a given site is rot dependent

upon the operation of the cmiputer at one central site.

3. All of the criteria detailed on page 18 are met.

L ... ....... .. J
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The disadvantages of the distributed network are:

1. More people are required because of the need for sane
technical support personnel at each of the distributed
computer installations.

2. There must be ccmpatability across machines in terms
of hardware, software, and database construction.

3. This delivery model would not function as efficiently
for posts outside the continental United States because
of the inccrpatability of data ccmmunications services
(as discussed earlier in the report).

Alternative 4: The Stand-Alone Micro-Onputer Mbdel

In this model, each post would have a stand-alone micro-computer in the
Fducation Center. The computers within the micro-xxmputer-based system may
vary in size, cost, and capability from snall machines to large. Each post would
ha a micro-computer and associated mass storage devices specifically assembled
to handle the file storage requirements on that post. For example, a post of
1500 soldiers would have a relatively small micro-computer and floppy diskettes as
file storage devices. A post of 48,000 soldiers would have a very large micro-
computer (close to the size of a mini-catputer), much more sophisticated communi-
cations with terminals, and larger file storage devices such as rigid disks. These
variations are necessary due to the differing ntmber of Forms 669 to be stored
on each post and the number of users who might access the system at the same time.

The micro-computer proposed for each Education Center would be totally
dedicated to the Education Center and initially would support the AREIS system.
Later, other Education Center applications, such as those discussed earlier in
this report, might be installed in the micro-cxinputer.

This type of delivery model would be the easiest for the Education Center
personnel to operate. AREIS would be started by turning on the micro-ccmputer;
it would be shut down by turninq off the micro-computer. The operation would be
virtually fail-proof. This level of operation can be achieved because the
system is not operating other programs simultaneously and because there is no
rote telecommunication requirement.

The micro-carputer system could be engineered to operate one to eight
terminals, depending upon the needs of each post. It is important to note
that a well designed micro-computer systen implementation can be expanded up
to mini- or maxi-cmnputers if the situation warrants such an expansion. Because
such an expansion is possible, the micro-computer could be able to handle other
data processing functions which are now handled in a "paper-pencil" mode.
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Since this model assumes that there will be no real-tne (omputer-to-
computer) data coumuications between and among the various links in the
communications chain (Education Directorate, Headquarters IA; Education
Divisions in the MCOM's; Education Centers on all posts), the model mist
accommodate another means of transmitting data, such as in the transfer of Form 669.
It is proposed in this model that this communication of data be accomplished by
neans of a specially formatted floppy diskette sent through the mail. For example,
when it is known that a given soldier will be transferred from one post to another,
his/her Form 669 would be transferred (often with others) to a floppy diskette
which is then mailed to the next post and there installed into the file.
Similarly, the Education Directorate might communicate new regulations to the
Education Divisions of MACMM's and to Education Centers on posts by sending out as
often as needed a floppy diskette which could be used to update all or part of
AREIS. Floppy diskettes are inexpensive at apprcximately $4.00 each (commercial
price for one diskette; large cuantity purchases would lower cost significantly)
and can be reused many times; typically 10,000 - 20,000 transfers per diskette.

At some point in the future it is expected that posts will want to
have real-tim camunications; a simple change in device drivers will allow
the entire system to function over a data communications channel. (In fact,
this concept would allow the Army to mix real- and non-real-time record trans-
mission). In the event of an error in data transmission, a hard copy or new
floppy diskette would be transmitted to the new post. 7b prevent loss of data,
the procedure wuld require a positive response fran the receiving post before
a transmitting post would be able to purge a soldier record. A purge wuld be
a nonrmal archive to magnetic media to be held for a specific period (typically
two to three years).

The advantages of the micro-corzgter model are:

1. Remote data communication costs are eliminated.

2. The Education Center is directly involved with the operation
and maintenance of the system.

3. The system can be maintained with a mininm of technical and
clerical support.

4. Overall system operation will be easy for non-technical people
and reliable.

5. This model would fit all posts, including remote overseas

installation.

6. Most of the criteria detailed on page 18 are met.

7. The cost for such a system will be less than that for the
maxi-ccmuter or distributed network nudes of delivery.
(See page 19).

The disadvantages of this model are:

1. Real-time communications "horizontally" among posts or "vertically"
along the chain of command, that is, amng Departnent of Army,
MAOOM Headquarters, and posts, would not be possible without
modification to the hardware, which would increase the cost.

2. The systen may not have the capability of incorporating new
applications without hardware upgrade.
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Other Related Costs

Each of three proposed modes of delivery of ARIS has its price tag.
The cost of the technical delivery method is not the only aspect of the project
to have an economic impact; costs for the development of the remainder of AREIS
as conceptualized, costs for the installation and updating of the system, costs for
APEIS-related personnel (other than technical staff), and costs for inservice
training for the on-site administrative, guidance, technical, and clerical staff
at the time of installation of AREIS must be considered.

Development costs: Several pieces of AEIS were written and programmed
for the current proj e. They include all of Subsystem I, approximately one-third
of Subsystem II, approximately one-twelfth of Subsystem III, and the basic layout
of some suggested portions of Subsysten IV. The actual text writing and programming
of this much of AMEIS was a 9.4 person-month effort, costing approximately $15,750.00.
Future development would include sme revision to the existing text (as a result of
information gained during the field tryout activity), and the data collection, text
development, and programming of the remainder of the conceptualized system. Because
some of the ground work has already been laid for the future development, it is
estimated that the balance of AREIS could be completed during a one-calendar-year
period using a staff of four: two script developers, one programmer, and one clerical
support person.

It is assumed that the programmer will have knowledge of the language
used to implement the system. If the programmer requires training in the pro-
gramming language, it is possible that the total-tine estimate for the completion
of APEIS may be altered somewhat. It PLANIT is used as the programming language,
further development to include a database search capability should be completed.
This task would be separate from the completion of AREIS and would not be undertaken
by the staff mentioned above.

Installation/Update costs: Anv cmputer-based information systen has at its
heart the capability to -anra id retrieve information from current and accurate
databases. AREIS would be no exception. If the system as conceptualized is to
be completed and utilized on Army posts, there will be databases, such as the occu-r
pational, military, and two- and four-year college databases, which will have to be
installed and updated on a regularly scheduled basis. Sae databases can be purchased
fram outside agencies. Sae technical effort, depending upon the mode of ,elivery
selected for AMEIS, will be required by AREIS personnel to install and/or distribute
the database updates. In addition, a nuner of frames in the AREIS text will need
localization and updating. Fbr example, in Subsystem III, To Complete a Next Step
in Education, contains frames which list the master schedule of courses offered on
or near post. This information nust be input into the appropriate frames with each
change in the education cycle.

- ..
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Personnel costs: In each Fducation Center sane staff nmber (s) will have
to assme responsibO3.y for AMEIS. Tasks for successful operation will include
developing procedures for data entry, updating and transmttal of D Form 669;
publicizing the system to all service members on post; developing procedures for
scheduling soldier use; and becoming sufficiently familiar with the hardware
and software to be able to report problems. In addition, clerical support will
be necessary for the actual entry, update, and transmittal of the D Form 669's
and the scheduling of soldiers to use the AEIS terminal.

Inservice Training Costs: Experience with other cmiputer-based information
systems idiates that 9 t rif- tatic and inservice training about the theoretical
base, the specific content, the camponents of the delivery system, and the integration
of the program into the total guidance proqram must be considered as an integral
factor in the successful operation of such a system. All on-site personnel who will
have involvement with the ccmputer-based system-adn inistrators, counselors, technical
personnel, and clerical support-should take part in the initial two-to-three-day
inservice training. Therefore, inservice training cost must be considered as it applies
to the time of these personnel away from their regular duties and to the tue and
expenses of the inservice trainers.

, i
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BEF= OF USE OF AREIS

Benefits Fran Systems in Other Settings

The use of the canputer to provide assistance with vocational and
educational ct, ices dates back to 1966. Since that year, at least 30 systems
have existed, and the movement has experienced at least three generations.
The first generation of systems (approximately 20 of these) was batch-processed;
that is, a user completed a form on which desired characteristics of occupations
or educational institutions were delineated. This form was sent to a central
computer systen and, along with many others, was processed against the oimputer's
data files. This process produced a list of options (occupational or educational)
which contained all of the desired characteristics although the inquirer was
uninformed about the extent to which specific variables narrowed available
choices. This generation of computer-based guidance, though cost-efficient, had
little user appeal and failed financially.

The second generation of camputer-based systems, developed simultaneously,
used on-line technology. In other words, users ozmumicated directly with the
omtputer by means of cathode ray tube or typewriter terminals connected to the
computer. This technology allowed the capability to develop interactive dialogue
between the user and the camputer and provided the great advantages of immediate feedback,
user control, and constant knowledge of the limiting or broadening effects of
decisions which were being tentatively made. These second generation system
[examples: Ccmputerized Vocational Information ysten (CVIS), Guidance Information

System (GIS), Career Information System (CIS), Camputerized Heuristic Occupational
Information and Career Exploration System (CHOICES)] make maximum . of tw
powerful computer capabilit 4 es: search strategies through large vinat files he
successive addition of selection criteria and the retrieval and dsplay of
caiprehlesive files of information about occupations and educational programs and
institutions.

A third generation of computer-based guidance systems [examples: DISCOVER
and System for Interactive Guidance Information (SIGI) ] provide the capabilities
of the second generation, but add still others. These include instruction about
values, decision making, organization of the world of work and many othei guidance
topics, as well as the on-line administration of interest inventories and other
assessment devices.

Systems of the second and third generation have been extensively evaluated
over the past ten years. The most typical sites for the testing of these systems
hae been secondary schools, canruity colleges, and more recently, four-year
institutions. Other sites of their installation have included state employment
service agencies, CEA agencies, community career guidance centers, and prisons.
Although these systems have not been utilized on Army posts, it is reasonable to

..-. .~-
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assume that they have been tested with many subjects who later enter military
service and that the Army's enlisted personnel constitute a subset of the total
population with which they have been tested. It is also reasonable to assume that
the benefits which have been identified through twelve years of research on systems
in other settings will also apply to systems designed for and used by Army enlisted
personnel. Frm an extensive review of the literature from 1968-1980, the following
nine benefits have been identified and docLmted in the research reports cited:

Benefit #1: Receiving information from c2Epter terminals is viewed by
users as an extremely nterestinq way to get iMi0rmation-
a-Ts-re-erred over the other trTt --n--means.

-- Ieteri, -- snet al., 1970; -ay &
Adams, 1971; Harris, 1972; Harris-Bowlsbey, 1976).

In all of these studies more than 90% of users indicated a
hiqh level of interest and motivation in utilizing a cxnuter
terminal for career quidance and information. Further,
users of all aqes and levels of intelligence learn to use
s-ystes easily and do not feel dehumanized by them.

Benefit #2: Use of canputer-based career guidance systems increases
awareness of educa-- i T-a vocational optios an
causes indT-ials to cons-ier a larger nutmaber iana
bradr range of alternatives. 'T--l--t-, 196 -
McKinlay - ,1971; Myers et al., 1971; Harris, 1972;
Harris-Bowlsbey et al., 1976).

One of the intense problems in career choices, especially
among minority and deprived groups, is the lack of knowledge
about a sufficient number of alternatives. A positive effect,
then, of camputer-based systeam is to counteract this tendency.

Benefit #3: Use of cmputer-based career guidance systems causes the
user to move towa crysaation of vocational fioce.
(D ll---eter , 196R; Thompson et al.7 1970, PBlay &
Adams, 1971; Myers et al., 1971; Harris, 1972; Harris-
Bowlsbey, 1976).

This benefit appears to be in contradiction to the previous
one. In actuality, systems have both effects. For many,
alternatives need to be expanded as an early part of the
decision-makinq process. After more alternatives are considered,
the information available in the systems then asrvsts deciders
to narrow options and make moves toward specificity of choice.

q .~ - .
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Benefit #4: Use of cormuter-base0 career qluidance systems motivatesexplor--atory behavior- -after l - vinq the termninal.

(IAlleteri, 196P i so et 0., 1970; Pcfinlay &
Adams, 1971; Harris-Bowlsbey et al., 1976).

Fxploratory behaviors observed in these research reports
include talkinq with counselors about career planninq,
talkinq with parents about career planning, readinq
appropriate resource materials, and writinic to
appropriate sources for futher information. These
are action steps which indicate an increase in vocational
maturity and prroqress toward the specification of vocational
and educational qoals.

Benefit #5: Use of ccrTpter-bas& career quidance systems causes an
.increase in' cocTt" knowedqe about occupations ind7or
educationaT prrxmams researched F--the user. (IMpVe t-i,
1968; Harris, 1972; Parris-Bowls1 et -77, 1976; Heller &
Chitavat, 1976).

In other words, if users are asked about specific information
on occupations of their selection both prior to and after use
of a computer systexh, they will demnstrate a measurable in-
crease of cocnitive knowledqe about those occupations after
system use. This cognitive knowledqe consists of factual
information about tAnrk tasks, traininc, salary, benefits and
limitations of the occupation, erplo\_nt outlook, and sources
of further information.

Benefit #6: Use of ccrnputer-basec, career cuidance systems cause an
increase in sel-inforton d awareness and re-- tinship
to self-vFi TT-s (i.e., intets, abilities/skills, values)
F3 occupations (mpellet?,7T ; Thcnpson et al., 1 --
Harris, 12; Harris-Bowlsbey et al., 1976).

Career develorrent theory indicates that the choice
of an occupation should be the in)larntation of a self-concept
(Super, 1953). This involves two steps: the formation of a
clear and realistic self-picture and the translation of this
into occupational choice. The available research indicates
that this process is assisted by the use of camnuter-based
systems which address interests, abilities, skills, and/or values.

Benefit #7: Use of ccuputer-based career quidance systefrr cause a statisti-
cally s- n-iicnFtincrease in T'yational matur -ty-as--efinedmeas yuer and t- Career Development Tiientory.
(Myers et .- lT---l41-ri-i, 72

Myers et al., and Haris found an increase in two specific factors
of vocational maturity: 1) awareness of need to plan ahead
and 2) knowledge of informational resources. While Harris
found this increase in white subjects across grade levels.
Myers et al., found this increase with black urban samples.

• ! i i i ii7
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Benefit #8: Use of oci.pter-based career quidance systems may cause an
increase in decisionak i l=s. p ---r,-1968,
Myers 5T.,-1; ,-- WT7FHeller & Chitayat, 1976;
Cochran, 1977).

In most of these reports this improveent was self-reported
only and without operational definition.

Benefit #9: Use of ctm pter-based systens maximizes the career guidance
gains Much can be effected by counselors-- Mpon "et al.,
T9767 - ,-----"171; James & WEm777 Pyle & Stripling,
1976; Sa mpson & Stripling, 1979).

Mu!ch of the research on caoputer-based guidance cited in
Benefits 1-8, has studied the effects of the caputer alone.
The researchers listed here studied the effects of the use of
corputer alone versus the combination of counselor and computer
intervention. Fran most studies, it appears that the greatest
guidance gains can be made if clients receive integrated
treatment from the caputer and the counselor.

I
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Benefits Fran the OCIPS Field Tryout

In 1976 the Army Research Institute field tested three modules of the Officer
Career Information and Planning System (OCIPS) with 52 officers at Fort Benning,
Georgia. Those three modules were: 1) FORESIGQT, which provided general information
about career planning; 2) OVERVIEW, which provided general information about the
Army officer career structure; and 3) ALTERNTE, which provided the characteristics
of officers who received various alternate speciality designations. Each of the 52
officers spent approximately three hours at the ccmputer terminal using these three
modules and completing evaluation instruments. All users of the system took a pre-
test and a post-test, and volunteers responded to interview questions in a debriefing
session.

Based upon the findings of these instruments and interviews, the following
benefits can be claimed for the OCIPS system:

1. The crputer was viewed as a more effective mode for delivering
information than traditional means already in use.

2. The content of the modules was perceived as interesting,
understandable, and accurate.

3. Use of the system had the effect of decreasing officers'
need for career information.

4. Use of the system had the effect of increasing scores on
a career information test.

5. Use of the system had the effect of increasing certainty
of and satisfaction with alternate specialty preference.

Benefits Fran the AREIS Field Tryout

During the month of April 1980, the DISCOVER Foundation conducted a field
tryout of AEIS was conducted at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. The following portions of the
total systen were tested:

1. Subsystem I, Orientation: an overview of AREIS itself, of the
services provided to soldiers by the Education Centers, and of
the various programs offered by the Army Continuing Education
System.

2. Subsystem II, Self-Information: the UNIACT Interest Inventory
((1978, Amer- i College Testing Program)

3. Subsysten III, Goals and Planning: the goal entitled, "To
Caplete a Next-E tn Ecation," designed to provide
detailed information about the educational offerings on or
near a specific Anmy post.

- . .. . . . . . .i i . . .. .i- l
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4. Subsystem IV, The Counselor-Administrator System: a demonstration
package of various i iistrative functionswih might be
computerized for counselor use.

Subjects for the field tryout were volunteers from the many soldiers who
came to the Education Center on their own and from the BSEP II program operating
in a nearby building. No soldiers were taken from their military duty assigments
to participate in the tryout. Counselors and other staff members were also invited
to use AIS and to interact with Subsystem IV. Once the subjects were introduced
to AREIS and to the purpose of the field tryout, they were left alone to interact
with the system in a manner determined by their tine limits and by their interest
in the information. No attempt was made to structure the AREIS experience.

Sixty-four soldiers and twelve counselors used AREIS. The soldiers each took
an on-line, pre-use questionnaire and also responded to a survey after each subsystem.
These surveys provided feedback about the usefulness, understandability, and
interest level of that subsystem. The soldiers were also asked if they would
recommend that portion of AREIS to a friend. Sane soldiers also took an on-line,
post-use questionnaire. Several items on the pre-use and post-use questionnaires
were identical; in this way the effect of system use on the attitude of subjects
was analyzed.

Based on the information provided by these on-line evaluation instruents,
the following conclusions can be drawn about the benefits derived from AREIS use:

1. The computer was perceived to be useful for help with vocational
planning. Before usinq ARIS, 82% of the soldiers believed that
AREIS would help with job planning; after AREIS, that percentage
rose to 94%.

2. The computer was perceived to be useful for help with educational
planning. Prior to system use, 84% believed AREIS would be helpful;
that figure rose to 94% after system use.

3. The content of the soldier subsystems developed for the field
tryout was perceived as useful. Subsystem II, Self-Information,
was viewed as the most useful, with 95% of the users reacting
positively to the content.

4. The content of the soldier subsysters was perceived as interesting.
Subsystem II was the most interesting portion of AREIS, with 95% reacting
favorably to the subsystem.

5. AREIS users, soldiers coming from a broad spectrm of educational
experience, found the language used in AREIS to be understandable.
85%-91% of the users reported that they had no difficulty understanding
the content of the three subsystems.

6. The AMEIS experience was perceived very favorably by the users.
95%-98% of the subjects indicated that they would recommend AREIS to
a friend. Four users did, in fact, bring a total of ten others to the
terminal.
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7. Counselors also reacted favorably to AMEIS. They felt that the infor-
mation presented in the soldier subsystems was accurate and appropriate.
They also felt that the style of presentation wuas appropriate. Their
reaction to the use of a computer to deliver educational information
to soldiers was very positive.

8. Counselors also responded favorably to the information presented in the
demonstration package in Subsysten IV. They felt that the information
was accurate and that it was displayed in an appropriate format.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RUCOMME"TIONS

CoDnclusions

The purpose of this document is to project both the benefit and the cost of
the implementation of AREIS on Army posts worldwide. Based on the findings fran
evaluations and field tryouts of similar systems in the civilian sector and on the
field tryouts of the Officer Career Information and Planning Systems (OCIPS) and
AREIS, the following benefits are projected:

1. Soldiers will be highly motivated to use AREIS, and, as a result,
they will learn more about the ACES programs and take better advantage
of them.

2. Soldiers will have greater access to a svstematic program of counseling
and information services which will offer self-assessment (interests,
skills, values) and assistance with specific goal setting while in
the military.

3. The questions which soldiers ask of Education Center counselors will
be more detailed in nature. The demand for counselor assistance will
not be reduced; instead, the work done by counselors will be at a
higher professional level.

4. Soldiers will be counseled on the basis of improved information. DA Forms
669 should be more accurate, regulations should arrive fram the Education
Directorate, Headquarters, Departmnt of Army, more quickly, and the
quality of all information available to service members should be more
consistent and objective.

5. There should be a measurable improvement in knowledge about ACES programs,
self-knowledge, career planning and decision-making skills.

6. Counselors will be able to reach a larger percentage (an increase over
the present 64%) of their clients with educational information because
they will have couter terminals as additional purveyors of information.

7. This increased assistance to a larger percentage of the soldier population
should result in an increase of planful goal setting which would result in:

a. more soldiers taking advantaqe of ACFS programs, which in turn will
help then toward better performance and prcmotion

b. more soldiers doing better prrmotion planninq resulting in a hiqher
retention rate

c. greater satisfaction with the Army because of the ability to relate
its educational and vocational opportunities to civilian life

d. improved transition from military life to civilian life.
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8. Counselor and FSO clerical load should be redefined because of the
camputerization of Form 669 and other functions proposed in Subsystem
IV. Counselors would have more time for one-to-one counseling and
consultation activities.

9. Cmrcunication among posts, Education Division of the MA"'s, and
Education Directorate, Headquarters, Department of Army, should be
iproved.

All benefits have concomitant costs, and AREIS is no exception. Part II
of this report described three different modes of delivery of AREIS. The first
mode, the maxi-computer carries a very high price tag. Models two and three, the
distributed network model and the micro-cczputer model, are both more cost feasible,
with the micro-ccmputer being the most cost effective of all the models. It is
possible that the ideal method of delivery would put mdels two and three in
cmbination. The distributed network would be very cost feasible for sae posts
which already have some computer capability and which are in reasonable geographic
proxinity to other posts. The micro-ccuputer model would be more feasible for
small posts which currently have no computer capability and which are separated
by long geographic distances. Such a cambination delivery system could solve the
problem of delivering AREIS worldwide. Posts within CX)NUS could use either the
distributed network approach or the micro-camputer method, and posts outside CttMUS
would use the micro-computer method, thus eliminating the data camrunications
problems.

This method of delivery also offers the advantage of flexibility. As
requirements on posts chanqe, the type of delivery system might change. For
example, a post which has an increase in soldier population might upgrade its
facilities to include a mini-camputer while another post which has experienced
a reduction in military personnel might change to a micro-carputer.
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Recmendations

All of the information generated during this contract indicates that a
ccnpter-based education information system such as AREIS is both needed and
beneficial for military personnel. It would also be important to the efficient
operation of the Army Education Centers and their personnel as they attenpt to
provide current and accurate information to their clients.

Because the brief field tryout of April 1980 was formative in nature and thus
presented only a portion of AREIS to a limited number of subjects, it is recmiended
that AREIS be completed as conceptualizeO, installed on a micro-cxxputer, and
subjected to a rigorous evaluation over a protracted period of time. Specifically,
the process would be as follows:

1. Write and proqram the complete AREIS.

2. Install the system in a low-cost micro-canputer selected by
Arny personnel.

3. Install all equipment in the Education Center of a large
Any post.

4. Train all personnel involved with the subsequent operation
of AREIS in the conceptual base and use of AREIS.

5. Operate the system under actual conditions for one year.

6. Monitor the use of the system by makinq, during this period,
brief on-site visits to evaluate AREIS operation and to make
suggestions about the ongoing operation of the program.

7. Conduct a final evaluation on all aspects of the AREIS
program and its effect on the overall operation of the
Education Center.

8. Write comprehensive report on the project including reccmmendations
for further implementation of the APEIS system in the Education Centers.

-L * . ...... .
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